
 

 

GOA – Movie Review 

I was getting bugged up at home and thought of watching some good movie. Goa 

had high expectations as its the third venture of Venkat Prabhu, after Chennai - 

28 and Saroja. Plus, the movie is produced by Soundarya Rajnikanth. Plus, Venkat 

Prabhu's usual set of actors. Plus, beauty of Goa. So all these piece of information 

had set the expectation of this movie, really high. But unfortunately, it dint stand 

upto the standards. 

 

This movie could be easily remade into bollywood (i am sure that Priyadarshan 

will remake it soon) as it has plenty of humor scenes and doesnt have a good 

story line. This movie is a collection of humor scenes. Like a pack of cards set one 

after the other, comic scenes are tied up one after the other wrapped in a weak 

story line. 

 

Jai,Vaibhav and Premji are friends (As expected) and somehow want to get out of 

their village. They want to enjoy life as they are not at all happy in their uncivilized 

village and they set out to Madhurai (?)There, they meets Jai's friend who looks as 

if he has fallen into a barrel of Black paint and he is getting married to Anjelina 

Jolie. Well, Thats the name of the foreigner whom he is marrying and not exactly 

Jolie. Jai's friend says that, he was in Goa and the foreign lady fell in love with him 

and they got married. Now thats what our heroes were searching for. An easy 

way to get settled in life. 

 

So the trio sets off to Goa (Again as expected). In Goa they get couple of friends 

like Arvind,Sampath, Pia Bajpayee etc. Arvind's Intro scene is stunning. He looks 

masculine and mindblowing with 6 packs, a cool goatie and tatoo all over his 

body. It is after a while that we realize that Arvind and Sampath,(who had been 

playing tough Villain roles till now) are gay partners. Then the much seen gay 



 

 

comedy follows. It has been stretched too long that they were quite irritating and 

not at all relevant. 

 

The so called comedy reaches its heights when Arvind doubts that Sampath is 

having some relationship with Premji and the things he do to get sampath back is 

just like a rotten piece of cake. It would have been okay if the director had 

stopped it with that, but it is again stretched into a bedroom scene of Arvind and 

Sampath, where Arvind breaks out on him and accuse him for having an affair 

with Premji. Then Sampath starts weeping and saying all those cheesy lines in 

girly manner. Then the lucky couples unite again. Watching all these crap, i just 

asked myself, WTF??? 

 

So coming back of crap, The heroes have reached Goa inorder to find  three 

foreign ladies and to be settled in life by marrying them. Premjy manages to find a 

westerner, Jessica and he has succeeded to a great extent in making fun of 

subrahmanyapuram. The nodding done by Jai in Subrahmanyapuram is being 

done by Premjy whenever he see his heroine in this movie. And trust me, Premjy 

has done that better than Jai. 

 

Meanwhile, Jai finds his friend Pia Bajpayee attractive and have some feelings for 

her. But he doesnt want his heart to take over his brain and hence continue his 

methods to set trap for a westerner. 

 

Vaibhav plays the role of a casanova, who boast to his friend that girls are fond of 

him and its just talent thats needed to tame a girl. At one point of time, Vaibhav 

even tries to tune Pia, which breaks the heart of Jai. Later then, story changes 

when Vaibhav confess to his friends that instead of Finding a foreigner, he has 

fallen into the trap of Suhasini (Sneha) 



 

 

 

The much overcooked lunch is again overcooked by the Sneha’s Flashback. Sneha 

plays a negative role, who is Rich and the local gangster of Goa. She plays the love 

drama with the desperate Vaibhav and just before getting laid, she insist to get 

married. So they are married and after marriage Vaibhav come to know her real 

colors. 

 

In this movie, Most of the Tamil Actors, and Tamil movies are spoofed a lot. The 

scenes where Premjy makes fun of Vettaikaran movie and Vijay is truly hilarious. 

Vijay's fight scenes are reciprocated here by Premjy which could set the theatre 

into a wave of laughter. 

 

Climax is not worth a mention. While running out from the Village, Premjy has 

stolen few Ornaments and crown from the village Temple. Vaibhav had gifted 

those ornaments to Sneha and sneha has kept those in the locker in her cruise 

ship. Climax is how these guys take it back from snehas locker and how they come 

out of all these mess. 

 

This movie is an entertainer for the mass and filled with humor scenes. But 

overall, it doesnt stand well along with other movies. There were plenty of 

bollywood movies which fall in humor genre and make us ROTFL through out the 

movie. But only the ones with a good storyline reminds in our mind. Other movies 

like Paying gueest, Krazy4, Dhamal,Apna Sapna Money Money,Kya kool hain hum 

etc had some good comic scenes but due to the lack of a good story plot, they just 

vanished in memory. Goa too will have the same fate. Venkat prabhu has set his 

own standards really high by his two former films and if he doesnt correct himself 

right now, then VP will also become another disaster. 

 



 

 

My Rating : 2.5/5 

Where to Watch : DVD 
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